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It’s not the most serious topic, neither to raise a red alert...But...Since there are
many things being said and passed on as assumptions, both by individuals
outside the groups and inside the Groups...I don't see why so much assumption
is taking place. Nevertheless, lately there have been a lot of postsfilled with
assumption and emotions passed down as Satanic Dogma. Which is just a bit
fucked up.

There are individuals who have a decent energy flow through the spine and think
they are Risen. Not only this but they go all around the groups and pretend to be
some mighty authority of Satan. Not so. There are others who think that Hell
changes as fast as their emotions go. I have crossed one personally, but I bet
there is a whole clique. Saying insane stuff. Or stuff that is blatantly out of place. I
wonder how vain an ego has to be to lie to yourself that you're Risen while in fact
you just opened your Shushumna or something in this regard.

It’s really defaming Satan. Claiming one is Risen and spitting lies and blatant
mistakes is just contradicting and works to make the Rising seem as an easy
Process or denigrate.

So, the basic points are just two. First off don't say outright lies and expect to be
believed. Point two, none Risen would resort to such petty and vain tactics to
increase their failure in ego. Point two b... People who claim to be Risen and
obviously are not, they should only fool themselves and not our Family here. So,
if you really care for Satan, before you put His name or the infamous phrase "The
Gods told me", just have the fucking gut to say that you found it on your own or
that you have received some guidance. Because some things can be elementary
and if someone more advanced sees that, they will know.

Learn to respect each other's experiences. If something is purely for you, then
keep it for you. So, if you're living all the things you claim, keep them to yourself.
Because anyone comes here and says things which...Alright, they may have
experiences, they may have not, but definitely you create false assumptions in
others, not letting them build their own experiences and their own character. It’s
like thinking you're the center of the freaking universe.



This is not directed to anybody. But remember groups are to exchange
experiences and not spread lies and more so obvious ones. Persons who lie to
others and defame Satan and the Gods will be dealt with, so do not think you're
going very far with what you do... All this hiding behind the Gods has to end. The
only ones you should trust on this, you know who they are. This old trick about
being Risen or in the process of Rising aka whatever my mind is making up is
true meme has to really end. I have crossed many many people doing this and
it's unpleasant both for them and for those who listen. Despite of anyone's
claims, have strong common sense and you will never lose.

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!
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